
Webex for  
Government
FedRAMP® Authorized Collaboration Solutions

Providing the most complete solution for 
reimagining hybrid work.

Webex for Government is a single platform for calling, 
meetings, messaging and getting work done efficiently. 
This comprehensive solution provides a consistent 
experience across all users, providing inclusive yet 
secure features for users both within your organization 
and guests from other organizations. With the mobile or 
desktop app, Webex for Government goes where your 
people are, office, home, traveling, or in the field. Our 
broad range of devices equip workers to be productive 
in any location.

With Webex for Government, your agency gets a robust, 
industry-leading, cloud-based collaboration solution that 
adheres to stringent Federal security requirements.

Through our decades of experience partnering with the 
Federal Government, we have developed: 

• Consistency and unparalleled reliability and security 
with operations and applications, regardless of 
where they reside

• A reputation as a proven and trusted provider

• A broad suite of solutions for collaboration  
in the cloud

• FedRAMP moderate authorized solutions for 
meetings, calling, messaging, and contact center.
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Key Features
 
Meetings
High-definition and rich AI-powered meetings integrated 
with your calendar, AI-powered noise cancellation, auto 
adjust quality, gestures, and transcriptions. Valuable 
resources for events and webinars.

Calling
Built-in high-definition voice and video calling, with 
integrated devices and headsets. Webex Calling with 
modern calling features, flexible migration to the cloud, 
and Control Hub analytics and management capabilities.

Messaging
Message, file share, one-click calling and one button to 
start a meeting in always-on spaces with people inside 
and outside of your organization. Enterprise content 
management allows you to organize files with key third-
party apps.

Enterprise-grade security
True end-to-end encryption, Integrated DLP, Cisco 
CloudLock-ready or 3rd-party CASB integration, 
automatic anti-malware scanning all built into  
every component.

Centralized management with Control Hub
Single pane of glass management and workspace 
optimization, automated user onboarding, diagnostics, 
proactive alert capabilities, and security and compliance 
controls for users in the home or office. 

Benefits
 
Reliable
Improve the resiliency and availability of Government 
operations by enabling a ‘work from almost anywhere’ 
cloud environment.

Inclusive
Join from web browsers, desktop, or mobile. Integrate 
with key business applications to streamline workflows 
and make work easier and more productive.

Cost Effective
Protect your investment by using existing infrastructure 
and devices. Utilize a single platform for audio, video, 
messaging, and meetings.

Flexible
Choose different buying models and deployment models 
in a single subscription. Eliminate business disruptions 
with migration to cloud at your pace and requirements. 
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Next steps: Visit the Webex for Government web site at 
Webex for Government (FedRAMP Authorized). 
Contact your Cisco representative here.  
Cisco Webex | Contact Sales  
You can also email us at COLLAB-USGOV@cisco.com

https://www.webex.com/industries/government-fedramp.html
https://use.webex.com/contact-sales?lang=en&locale=US
https://use.webex.com/contact-sales?lang=en&locale=US
mailto:COLLAB-USGOV%40cisco.com?subject=

